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Applications
Moving Target Defense

In the time window from the discovery of a 
vulnerability to the availability of a patch, we 
can apply general-but-costly mitigations such 
as bounds checking while a patch is 
developed, tested, and distributed.

Shorten window of vulnerability
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Intermediate Results
ENCORE binaries:

ü Close or shorten window of vulnerability.
ü Present adversaries with moving target.
ü Facilitate adaptation of legacy binaries.
ü Enable binary rewriting without developer 

assistance.

The additional information in ENCORE binaries 
may facilitate reverse engineering. However, a 
tunable range of disclosure options and 
obfuscation allow intellectual property concerns 
to be traded-off against performance.
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Challenges:
• Software often outlives hardware.
• Applications break when host system 

changes.
• Software compiled for lowest common 

denominator makes poor use of actual 
hardware.

Challenge: adversaries know what mitigations 
they will need to bypass to exploit a particular 
program.

Adaptation and Optimization
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rewrite binaries to make better
use of the underlying HW capabilities

Change the way compilers have been 
constructed the last sixty-odd years:
1. Compiler retains structural information.
2. Simple binary analysis identifies what info 

can be reliably recovered and what cannot.
3. Residual “hard to recover” information 

embedded in output ENCORE binary.

• Consumers of software, for which no source 
code is available must wait for vendors to fix 
vulnerable programs.

• In 2014, the top 5 zero-day vulnerabilities 
took 59 days to patch on average. 

• Total window of vulnerability = 295 days.
• Binary rewriting could close the window of 

vulnerability if the techniques were practical. 

• Structural information is discarded by 
compiler: speed and size is all that matters.

• Binary rewriters try to recover structural 
information using complex analysis plus 
unreliable guesses.

• Rewritten programs take up more space and 
run slower than their original counterparts.

// my first program 
#include <iostream>

int main()
{
  std::cout << 
"Hello World!";
}
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essential information 
is irretriveably lost // my first program 

#include <iostream>

int main()
{
  std::cout << 
"Hello World!";
}

Compile Run Rewrite Run

rewritten binary 
runs at full speed

ENCORE rewriter = simple analysis + reliable information

essential information
retained

Enforce forward-edge control-flow integrity:
• Embed list of permissible control-flow edges.
• Protect integrity of data structures containing 

code pointers.
• Verify indirect control-flow transfers for C++ 

programs [1], C systems software (OS/VMM) 
[2], Objective-C programs [3].

Protecting Control Flow
Type confusion bugs are emerging as an 
important attack vector for C++ programs.

Challenge: correctness of 
many downcasts is difficult 
to check dynamically.

Solution: embed type info 
to allow checking of 
downcasts at run time.

Enforcing Type Safety
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class B {
int b;

};
class D: B {

int c;
virtual void d() {}

};
…
B *Bptr = new B;
D *Dptr = static_cast<D*>(B);
Dptr->c = 0x43; // Type confusion!
Dptr->d();      // Type confusion!
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